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What would have happened if 'Harry Potter' had simply said: 
'NO NAMES HERE MATE'? 

The Diary Of Tom Riddle 

is really a clue to the 

Die-Are-I/Die-Ore-Eye  of the Tom(b) Riddle.   

The riddle of the chamber of the dead, where the die-are-i is a 
valuable clue.  

Did you know the plural of the word DICE is  DIE?

It's another clue and to play the 'name game' simply 

Rho-El/roll the dice/dies!

Tom Riddle is the other NAME of  Voldemort!

Vol = Full. 

De = of/from. 

Mort = dead/death and mortal-eye/i-tie/mortality. 

So, Vol-de-mort is what happens to you, allegorically speaking, if you 
claim the LEGAL NAME - that 'TOM RIDDLE' name. 

The Legal Name is the one which must be written /rite-on- down. 

It's the  name that is  

REGISTERED 

into the 

'BOOK of the DEAD'

where it is recorded/re-core-dead/re-cord-dead 

and as a result your SOUL is then inked into a binding/corded

 contract within the 

Tomb/Chamber of SE-crets/Sea-Crates!

Which is yet another clue to the controlling 



Papacy/Paper-Sea, 

Shipping-Freight/Fright, 

Mer-Cant-I'll/Merchant Semen/Seamen, 

Commerce/Come-Hearse, 

Admiralty Law/Legal system. 

So, now we can see that Voldemort is ALL of us who claim/claimed the 
Legal NAME we were tricked to be-LIE-ve was US, both on paper and in 

voice/in-voice.  

And by doing so, we consented to having been recorded and bound, 
forever, within the tomb riddle diary/die.are-i legal contract system.   

Our true, names can never be spoken or known by another.  They 
remain inside of our own consciousness, unique and indefineable.

Remember this clue: 

Voldemort was the name that nobody must speak aloud...Sshh!

Now the Tomb Riddle of the Chamber of Sea-Crates has been broken.

And so again, I wonder....

What would have happened if 'Harry Potter' had simply said: 

'NO NAMES HERE MATE'? 

:~: 
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